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HARD-USE PREMIUM PROFESSIONAL KNIVES

Zero Tolerance is a brand of Kai USA Ltd. The ZT brand first made its appearance in 2006 
when we saw a place in the market for a Made-in-the-USA line of hard-use knives that would 
meet the needs of professionals in the military and law enforcement, as well as other first 
responders, such as firefighters and emergency medical personnel.

The initial products were combat knives, but since that time, the line has expanded to 
include a variety of general use and premium knives. From larger and heavier outdoor knives 
to slimmer and lighter every day carrying knives that are built to ZT’s high-performance 
standards, ZT knives always provide knife owners with top-of-the-line quality.

PROUDLY “OVERBUILT”

Zero Tolerance Knives are manufactured of premium materials such as S30V, S35VN, 
or CTS-204P blade steel and G-10, titanium, and carbon-fiber handle scales. Operation 
is conspicuously smooth and ZT fit and finish is second to none. Our customers have 
described ZTs as a “real beast” and—proudly—”overbuilt.” All ZTs are built in our Tualatin, 
Oregon USA manufacturing facility by our most skilled workers.

A BRAND OF KAI USA LTD.

Kai USA Ltd., the makers of Zero Tolerance Knives, is a member of the Kai Group. Kai is 
a major manufacturer and distributor of disposable razors, surgical tools, personal care 
products, and housewares in Japan.
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From ZT and Tim Galyean, the 0022 is the most compact ZT ever. But 
this mini is mighty.

The 1.8 inch clip-point blade is ready, willing, and able to take on just 
about any task you ask of it.

For good looks and reduced weight, the 0022 has a carbon  fiber front 
scale. The titanium trim ring around the pivot and the tube spacer have 
been anodized in a light blue.

This smaller knife almost disappears in your pocket, making it an 
exceptionally easy-to-carry option for EDC or back up.

• Made in the USA

• KVT ball-bearing opening system

• Flipper

• Reversible deep-carry clip (left/right, 

tip-up)

• Titanium frame lock, hardened steel 

lockbar insert

• Custom aluminum backspacer with 

built-in lanyard attachment

• Steel: CPM 20CV, stonewashed finish

• Handle: Carbon fiber front, stonewashed 

titanium back

• Blade length: 1.8 in. (4.9 cm)

• Closed length: 3 in. (7.6 cm)

• Overall length: 4.75 in. (12.2 cm)

• Weight: 1.7 oz. (50 g)

• Blade Thickness: 0.121 in. (0.31 cm)

ZT KV T,  Smal l  Galyean  (0022)
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The 0393GLCF’s handle is titanium with Rick Hinderer’s “working”  
finish—a no-nonsense  finish that hides scuffs and scratches. By day, 
the contoured, carbon  fiber overlay gives the 0393GLCF a touch of 
style. But by night, the 0393CF reveals another side of its character: 
glow-in-the-dark carbon fiber.

The 0393GLCF features a harpoon-style version of Rick’s “spanto” 
blade in CPM 20CV. For fast and easy opening, the 0393GLCF’s blade 
moves smoothly out of the handle with the KVT ball-bearing system 
and a flipper.

• Made in the USA

• KVT ball-bearing opening system

• Flipper

• POCKETCLIP: Reversible (right/left, tip-

up)

• Titanium frame lock, hardened steel 

lockbar insert

• Custom aluminum backspacer with 

built-in lanyard attachment

• Steel: CPM 20CV, working  nish

• Handle: Titanium, bead blast finish

• Blade length: 3.5 in. (8.9 cm)

• Closed length: 4.75 in. (12.1 cm)

• Overall length: 8.25 in. (20.9 cm)

• Weight: 5 oz. (142 g)

• Blade Thickness: 0.156 in. (0.396 cm)

ZT KV T HINDER, Glow CF  (0393GLCF)
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The 0460TI is a titanium-handled version of the popular 0460 from ZT 
and Dmitry Sinkevich.

The blade steel is CPM 20CV with a two-tone finish: stonewashed on 
the flats and satin on the grinds. The handle is titanium, machined to fit 
the hand for comfort and control, and stonewashed for a matte look.

A black anodized aluminum backspacer adds a handsome touch. A 
black Teflon®-coated pocketclip lets you carry this ZT comfortably 
every day

• Made in the USA

• KVT ball-bearing opening system

• Flipper

• Pocket clip (left/right, tip-up)

• Titanium frame lock, hardened steel 

lockbar insert

• Steel: CPM 20CV, machine satin  finish 

with stonewashed flats

• Lock Titanium frame lock, hardened 

steel lockbar insert

• Handle: Stonewashed titanium

• Blade length: 3.25 in. (8.3 cm)

• Closed length: 4.4 in. (11.2 cm)

• Overall length: 7.5 in. (19.1 cm)

• Weight: 2.9 oz. (83 g)

• Blade Thickness: 0.121 in. (0.307 cm)

ZT KV T,  TITANIUM Sinkevich  (0460TI)
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ZT KV T,  Titanium Hiderer   (0562TI)

The 0562TI features Rick Hinderer’s exclusive Hinderer “slicer” grind. 
This at-ground edge provides both slicing efficiency and a tough point.

CPM 20CV powdered steel offers high wear and corrosion resistance. 
Zero Tolerance sharpens it to a hair-popping edge that holds for a long 
time, even under hard use.

The knife opens with a flipper and our smooth KVT ball-bearing 
opening system. The handle is pure titanium with a handsome 
stonewashed finish. Machining on the inside of the front handle scales 
relieves weight and makes the 0562TI an easy EDC.

• Made in the USA

• KVT ball-bearing opening system

• Flipper

• Reversible deep-carry clip (left/right, 

tip-up)

• Titanium frame lock, hardened steel 

lockbar insert

• Steel: CPM 20CV, stonewashed  flats, 8

• machine-satin grinds

• Handle: Titanium, stonewashed  finish

• Blade length: 3.5 in. (8.9 cm)

• Closed length: 4.8 in. (12.2 cm)

• Overall length: 8.3 in. (21.1 cm)

• Weight: 5.3 oz. (152 g)

• Blade Thickness: 0.156 in. (0.396 cm
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The 0640 is a ZT/Ernest Emerson collaboration that provides both 
practicality and eye-catching style.

The clip-point blade is CPM 20CV high- chromium stainless steel. 
This powdered metallurgy tool steel has a high volume of vanadium 
carbides for exceptional wear resistance and a truly long-lasting edge. 
The highest level of chromium of any high- vanadium steel gives it 
excellent corrosion resistance as well.

The handle is titanium with a new green carbon fiber overlay on both 
sides of the handle. This fully manual knife opens one-handed with a 
thumb disk.

• Made in the USA

• Manual opening with thumb disk

• Reversible pocketclip 

• Reversible titanium (left/right, tip-up) 

• Titanium frame lock, hardened steel 

lockbar insert

• Steel: CPM 20CV, machine satin  nish 

with stonewashed  flats

• Handle: Stonewashed titanium, green 

carbon  ber overlay

• Blade Length: 3.75 in. (9.5 cm)

• Closed Length: 4.75 in. (12.1 cm)

• Overall: 8.5 in. (21.6 cm) 

• Weight: 4.4 oz. (125 g)

ZT KV T,  Emerson CF  (0640)
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The Zero Tolerance 0095BW offers a dramatic look and top 
performance.

The 0095BW is built with premium quality materials—from its CPM 
S35VN blade steel to its solid titanium handles. S35VN ensures the 
0095BW offers a reliable edge. Added niobium gives this powdered 
metallurgy steel improved toughness over S30V without loss of wear 
resistance. The end result is a sharp edge that lasts for a long time. 
Next, ZT adds a BlackWash™ finish to the 0095BW’s “harpoon-style” 
blade to give the knife a sleek, unified look and to hide hard-use 
scratches.

The high-performance blade is paired with a titanium handle with 
wide, contoured chamfers to provide a secure, comfortable grip. A 
titanium frame lock with a hardened lockbar insert secures the blade 
open during use. ZT’s KVT ball-bearing opening system lets you open 
the 0095BW with speed and efficiency. The 0095BW’s pocketclip is 
reversible for left- and right-handed tip-up carry.

• Made in the USA

• KVT ball-bearing opening system

• Flipper

• Reversible clip (left/right, tip-up)

• Titanium frame lock, hardened steel 

lockbar insert

• Decorative pivot hardware

• Steel: CPM S35VN, tungsten DLC 

BlackWash finish

• Handle: Titanium, BlackWash finish

• Blade Length: 3.6 in. (9.1 cm)

• Blade Thickness: 0.121 in. (0.307 cm)

• Closed Length: 4.9 in. (12.4 cm)

• Overall Length: 8.4 in. (21.3 cm)

• Weight: 5.3 oz. (150.3 g)

ZT KV T,  Titanium Blackwash  (0095BW)
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• Made in the USA

• Lanyard hole

• Based on the award-winning 0454

• KVT ball-bearing opening system

• Flipper

• Frame lock

• Reversible clip (left/right, tip-up)

• Steel: CPM S35VN, stonewashed & satin 

finish

• Handle: Titanium, stonewashed finish

• Blade Length: 3.25 in. (8.3 cm)

• Blade Thickness: 0.121 in. (0.307 cm)

• Closed Length: 4.1 in. (10.4 cm)

• Overall Length: 7.4 in. (18.8 cm)

• Weight: 2.9 oz. (82.2 g)

The original Zero Tolerance 0454 was an award-winning collaboration 
between ZT and custom knife designer Dmitry Sinkevich. But it was 
also a very Limited Edition knife.

So ZT is doing something about that with the new 0450. While based 
on the original’s streamlined form and high-performance function, 
this more compact version will be much more readily available. With 
its 3.25-inch blade and lightweight-yet-stronger-than-steel titanium 
handles, the 0450 has a sleek and sophisticated look that, we think, 
makes it a perfect EDC.

ZT built it with an S35VN stainless blade that sharpens to a razor 
edge, holds it well, and can be resharpened easily. The knife opens 
smoothly and easily with the KVT ball-bearing opening system and 
built-in flipper. A titanium frame lock with hardened steel lockbar insert 
ensures solid lock up. Polished pivot hardware just adds to the 0450’s 
refined good looks.

ZT KV T,  Smal l  Sinkevich Titanium Folder   (0450)
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• Made in the USA

• Lanyard hole

• KVT ball-bearing opening system

• Flipper

• Reversible clip (left/right, tip-up)

• Titanium frame lock, hardened steel 

lockbar insert

• Steel: CPM S35VN, DLC coating

• Handle: Carbon fiber front, titanium 

back

• Blade Length: 3.25 in. (8.3 cm)

• Blade Thickness: 0.121 in. (0.307 cm)

• Closed Length: 4.1 in. (10.4 cm)

• Overall Length: 7.4 in. (18.8 cm)

• Weight: 2.45 oz. (68 g)

Zero Tolerance provides a dark, refined alternative to the original 0450 
with the 0450CF.

This sophisticated ZT is a smaller option in the ZT family, yet offers a 
robust combination of durable, premium-quality materials. The blade 
steel is CPM S35VN for exceptional toughness, wear resistance, 
and edge retention. The S35VN blade is DLC coated for matte-black 
good looks and enhanced performance. The front handle scale is 
carbon fiber, balancing the knife’s solid construction with lightweight 
convenience. The DLC-coated titanium back handle offers a secure 
frame lock—so you can always cut with confidence.

As an extra visual touch, ZT has added two emerald-green anodized-
aluminum tube spacers that are especially eye-catching, standing out 
against the black handle. The 0450CF takes advantage of ZT’s KVT 
ball-bearing system to enable smooth, easy opening for either left- or 
right-handed users. A left/right reversible pocketclip rounds out the 
0452CF’s basic feature set.

ZT KV T,  Sinkevich Carbon Fiber   (0450CF)
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• Made in the USA

• Based on the award-winning 0454

• Lanyard hole

• KVT ball-bearing opening system

• Flipper

• Frame lock

• Reversible deep-carry clip (left/right, 

tip-up)

• Steel: CPM S35VN, stonewashed & satin 

finish

• Handle: Carbon fiber front, titanium 

back, stonewashed finish

• Blade Length: 4.1 in. (10.4 cm)

• Blade Thickness: 0.156 in. (0.396 cm)

• Closed Length: 5.2 in. (13.2 cm)

• Overall Length: 9.3 in. (23.6 cm)

The original Zero Tolerance 0454 was an award-winning collaboration 
between ZT and custom knife designer Dmitry Sinkevich. But it was 
also a very Limited Edition knife.

To make this amazing knife more readily available, ZT has created a 
version based on the original’s streamlined form and high-performance 
function. The 0452CF is the same size as the original 0454, but with 
a carbon fiber front scale and S35VN dual-finished blade. S35VN 
sharpens to a razor edge, holds it, and can be resharpened easily. The 
0452CF opens as smooth as butter with the KVT ball-bearing opening 
system and built-in flipper. A titanium frame lock with hardened steel 
lockbar insert ensures solid lock up

As a final touch of class, the 0452CF features handsome 5-spoke pivot 
hardware. From office to outdoors, the 0452CF is ready to go wherever 
you’re ready to take it.

ZT KV T,  Large  Sinkevich CF Folder   (0452 CF)
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Zero Tolerance and Belarusian custom knife maker Dmitry Sinkevich 
have teamed up to produce the 0456. The 0456 offers the premium 
cutting power for which ZT is well known in a knife with standout looks 
that are just waiting to be shown off.  

Based on Dimitry’s popular custom knife, The Pole, the 0456 features 
the 3D-machined rayed handle contours and custom blade shape that 
defined the original design. The high-quality CTS-204P blade steel 
is wear and corrosion resistant and takes an exceptional edge. The 
blade’s premium quality is matched only by its good looks—with an 
appealing two-tone finish that’s stonewashed on the flats and satin 
on the grinds. The 0456 opens with ZT’s KVT ball-bearing system for a 
quick, easy blade release. A titanium frame lock, with a hardened steel 
lockbar insert, firmly secures the blade open during use.

The 0456 deftly balances handsome appearance and solid utility. 
On the appearance side, the pivot hardware, custom aluminum 
backspacer, and left/right reversible pocketclip are finished in a 
brilliant blue. On the utility side, the 0456 offers top cutting capabilities 
and excellent edge-holding performance making it the perfect tool to 
take along with you on any bold adventure.

• Made in the USA

• Lanyard hole

• KVT ball-bearing opening system

• Flipper

• Reversible clip (left/right, tip-up)

• Titanium frame lock, hardened steel 

lockbar insert

• Custom blue backspacer, clip, and pivot 

hardware

• Steel: CTS-204P or CPM 20CV, two-tone 

finish

• Handle: Titanium, stonewashed & satin 

finish

• Blade Length: 3.25 in. (8.3 cm)

• Blade Thickness: 0.156 in. (0.396 cm)

• Closed Length: 4.5 in. (11.4 cm)

• Overall Length: 7.7 in. (19.6 cm)

• Weight: 6.3 oz. (179 g

ZT KV T,  204P 2TONE TI  Sinkevich  (0456)
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The cousin of the 0562, this ZT features the same special Rick Hinderer 
flat-ground “slicer” grind that provides both slicing efficiency and a 
tough point, but on a CPM 20CV powdered steel blade.
CPM 20CV has a high volume of vanadium carbides and a high amount 
of chromium. You get exceptional edge retention and outstanding 
corrosion resistance.

The 0562CF’s handle has a carbon fiber front scale and stonewashed 
titanium back. For secure lock up during use, ZT uses a frame lock 
with hardened steel lockbar inserts and lockbar stabilization.

The knife opens with a flipper and moves out of the handle on our 
smooth KVT ball-bearing opening system. A washer with caged ball 
bearings surrounds the pivot and makes opening the knife nearly 
frictionless; just pull back on the flipper and add a roll of the wrist and 
the 0562CF is ready for action.

The unique pocketclip is reversible (left/right) and enables extra-deep 
carry in the pocket.

• Made in the USA

• KVT ball-bearing opening system

• Flipper

• Reversible deep-carry clip (left/right, 

tip-up)

• Frame lock, lockbar stabilizer

• Steel: CPM 20CV or CTS-204P, 

stonewashed & satin finish

• Handle: Carbon fiber front, stonewashed 

titanium back 

• Blade Length: 3.5 in. (8.9 cm)

• Blade Thickness: 0.156 in. (0.396 cm)

• Closed Length: 4.8 in. (12.2 cm)

• Overall Length: 8.3 in. (21.1 cm)

• Weight: 5.5 oz. (156 g)

ZT KV T,  2  Tone,  Hinderer   (0562CF)
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The Zero Tolerance 0801 has an entirely updated look. The original 
Todd Rexford design has been rebooted with a new handle treatment.

For the 0801TI, we kept the blade shape and handle shape of the 
original. But now the 3D-machined titanium handle features a series 
of five cutouts on the front scale instead of the machined lines of the 
original. Additional machining on the handle provides comfortable 
contours and a great grip.

The blade is an efficient drop point made of CPM S35VN stainless steel 
with an attractive stonewashed finish. Rich in niobium, vanadium, and 
chromium carbides, S35VN provides a sharp, long-lasting edge as well 
as enhanced toughness and resistance to edge chipping and excellent 
wear resistance.

The handle is titanium with a bead-blasted finish. The lock is a sturdy 
frame lock with hardened steel lockbar insert. The 0801TI opens 
manually with ZT’s KVT opening system and a flipper. The black 
Teflon®-coated clip is left/right reversible for convenient pocket carry. 

• Made in the USA

• Lanyard hole

• KVT ball-bearing opening system

• Flipper

• Frame lock

• Reversible deep-carry clip (left/right, 

tip-up)

• Steel: CPM S35VN, stonewashed finish

• Handle: Titanium, bead-blasted finish

• Blade Length: 3.5 in. (8.9 cm)

• Blade Thickness: 0.156 in. (0.396 cm)

ZT KV T,  Rexford  Titanium  (0801TI)
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ZERO TOLERANCE FOR ANYTHING LESS THAN THE BEST 
 

We wi l l  cont inue to bui ld the k ind of premium-qual i ty,  profess ional 
knives that our customers can depend on every s ingle day.


